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Rutherford
tenure trial
postponed
A San Jose Superior Court backlog
has delayed the ten-re trial of SJS
professor Eldred Rutherford one
week. The delay may be even longer.
A court secretary said yesterday,
presiding judge Joseph Kelly will be
busy with a criminal case at least
until Friday. He gave no indication
of how long the case would continue
after that date.
John Thorne, Dr. Rutherford’s
attorney said he was informed the trial may begin next Monday. However,
it might be postponed until January,
he added. The case was to commence yesterday with pretrial motions.
Dr. Rutherford originally asked
the tenure trial be held during the
summer of 1970. His lawsuit filed
against Chancellor Glenn Dumke, is
aimed at restoring Rutherford professorial tenure standing.
Chancellor Dumke I revoked the psychology instructor’s tenured status in
1969 following his participation in a
student -teacher protest strike.
That strike coincided with an explosive walkout at San Francisco
Dr. Rutherford claims 340
State.
instructors at the two schools were
involved but that he alone was punished.

Baker, candle maker
come to Fantasy Faire

Gail Rapanut

Airy wares

Steve Carlson sits next to his booth selling what he calls
"steam bubbles," insisting that they are not just a bunch of
hot air.
The bubbles, in addition to many other crafts, are
on display at the Fantasy Faire in the College Union.

Court action delayed against state
college grievance procedure
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A threatened lawsuit against state
college faculty grievance procedures
may never materialize.
Michael Chatzky, American Civil
Liberties Unioli attorney said yesterday, members of his anti -grievance
committee Are opposed to the plan.
Instead, the group of lawyers
is making a renewed effort to negotiate with state college officials to
effect numerous rule changes.
Chatzky said this turn away from
court action, may look like footdragging on behalf of the ACLU.
His campaign haslanguishedsince
early September when Chatzky issued
a harsh criticisim of grievance procedures.
He defended it, however, saying
lawyers are notoriously slow.
Despite the
"do it yourself"
stance of some of his colleagues,
Chatzky sent a request to Vice
Chancellor Norman Epstein two days
ago, again asking .for a face to face
confrontation.
Epstein turned down a similar
proposal early this fall. That sparked
the lawsuit threat.
Chatzky wants the vice Chancellor
to elaborate on an opinion paper he
wrote one month ago, defending grievance procedures.
Epstein, speaking for Chancellor
Glenn Dumke, opposed ACLU rule change suggestions.
They include:
Waiver for confidentiality provis-

ions at a hearing.
Removal of chancellor as final
hearing judge.
Admissability of counsel at hearings.
Chatzky said this latest request
for a meeting is worthwhile, even
though Epstein turned down the first

one.
Media coverage of the ACLU Campaign, may have exerted enough pressure on the administration to force
a showdown, Chatzky said.
"We hope Epstein is going to be
pleased to see we’re not riled up
and planning a lawsuit."

By CORY FARLEY
Daily Feature Writer
The Fantasy Faire, despite widespread dissatisfaction among exhibitors, is doing well.
Most of the craftsmen displaying
their work in the College Union expressed unhappiness at the way the
Student Community Involvement Program (SCIP) has handled the Faire
this year.
Bill Balsley, who makes neat
things from styrofoam cups, among
other "useless" said that he was
"not too happy" about SCIP’s decision to charge the craftsmen commission at 10 percent instead of a flat $2
table fee.
"They could have put it on for
free, as they have in the past,"
he insists.
"The commission just
forces me to raise my prices. I’m
not paying the extra 10 per cent-the students are."
Last year when the Faire was first
held, artisans were charged 15 per
cent of their gross. Until last week,
SCIP was not sure it would have
the Faire since there was a battle
over sponsorship.
Another complaint voiced by
several of the artisans was that SCIP
waited too long to make up their minds
concerning fees.
Phil Martin, baker of bicycle shaped bread and nailer -together -ofold -grape -boxes- into -chairs,
said
that he had already paid his $2
fee and prepared his display when
SCIP informed him that the program
had been changed and he would have
to pay 10 per cent commission on
his sales.
One dissenting voice was that of
Brooke Strini, who’s stuck on the third level of the College Union with
some far-out crocheted hats.
"It’s kind of nice not to have to
pay for a table," she stated, "but it’ll.
probably end up costing more this
way."
All this notwithstanding, the Faire
looks like a success. There’s the
usual quota of quick -buck ripoff artists peddling 59 -cent cellophane-

warpped Woolworth’s candles for
a buck -fifty a throw, but there are
also some really worthwhile examples of handicraft.
Unfortunately, most of the good
stuff is lost up on the third level.
Besides Brooke Strini’s hats -which
are worth seeing --there are displays
by the Potters’ Guild of ceramics
and glass, and by Don Lundblade
of excellent leatherwork. These three are among the best in the Faire,
and all three are up there where nobody goes.
Don’t let this be license toSC1P
...uh, skip.. .the other two levels, though.
Most of the work is quite
good, some of it is outstanding. It’s
a good place to your Christmas Shoping, with prices ranging fror. a dollar
or so all the way up to more than
you probably paid for your car.
The Faire will continue in
the College Union through the middle
of next week.

Iceberg
cometh
tonight
Iceberg Slims author of "Pimp"
and other novels dealing with the
street life, will speak tonight at 7
in room 210 of the Science Building.
The aging author will lecture on
"Historical Gaming" at the free event sponsored by the Black Studies
Department.
HE was recently featured on
KQED’s Black Journal, a show that
deals with Black life in America
in a magazine format.

Buck seeks council’s support

A.C. to study instructionally related programs
By PENNY SPAR
Daily Political Writer
Mike Buck, A.S. president, sought
approval from Academic Council
yesterday in his fight for state funding of instructionally relatedprogram s , now funded with student money.
However, on a recommendation from
SJS President John H. Bunzel, the
council voted to refer Buck’s proposal to a committee for research
and clarification. The academic departments now receiving students
funds will be asked to speak before
the committee as well as Buck.

Buck’s motion was based on the
fact that the state normally funds
all programs which accumulate fulltime equivalent (FTE) workloads for
FTE is used by the
the faculty.
state legislature to figure the amount
of funds for state college programs,
based on amount of hours put in
by faculty members, class sizes and
the number of classes in the departments.
Buck asked the Academic Council
members to "reaffirm that it is the
responsibility of the State of California to finance all those educational
programs that produce FTE."

After several of the council
members expressed confusion over
the
intent of the motion, Dr.
Bunzel explained that this was the
issue of the student funding for instructionally related programs such
as the marching band, athletic programs and the Spartan Daily.
"It is a problem between the A.S.
executive and council now, and I
suggest that Academic Council let the
problem stay in student hands," Dr.
Bunzel said.
He explained that this issue is now
before the college presidents and will

possibly come before the Board of
Trustees shortly.
Academic Council alsoapproveda
new policy which will allow extension students to enroll in regular
college courses if the program has
the approval of the department and
the individual instructor.
This concurrent enrollment will
be made only for upper division
students and only after the regular
college students are enrolled in the
class.
The extension student will
still be required to pay extension fees
for the class instead of the normal
student fee.

Opinions, characteristics measured

Poll finds typical student white, middle class

8)

By ELAINE WESTERLUND
Daily Feature Writer
First of three parts.
It probably comes as no surprise that the typical SJS student is
between 20 and 25 years old, white,
lives away from the campus, is an
upper division transfer student and
comes from a middle class family.
These are part of the findings of
a survey conducted last spring by
the Student Opinion Poll Committee.
The first poll the committee took
concerned the quality of academic
advisement.
used by the
methods
The
committee on the current poll involved taking a two per cent random
sample of the 2,500 classes offered
at SJS last spring. Students in 50
classes were asked to respond to the
poll.
From these 50 classes, 871 stu-

dents, or 3.5 per cent of the student body took part in the poll.
The poll covered three main areas:
e Student opinions on the priority
of fund allocations for Associated
Student sponsored programs and activities;
The level of student participation
in A.S. activities;
Demographic data to describe the
sample involved as well as to provide information about the general
characteristics of the student body.
According to the committee report, half of the students were polled
on the allocation of funds and half
on their attendence at various events.
The results were tabulated for all
students, rather than breaking down
the replies on the basis of sex, age,
or class standing.
All student replies were anony-

mous.
committee
the
According to
report, all students participating in
the poll were asked to reply to
statistical questions for the purpose
of obtaining a general picture of the
student body.
The report found some figures indicative of "the college admission
policy of preference for admitting
junior college transfers." Sixty-eight
per cent of the sample was composed
of juniors and seniors, while only
13 per cent were freshmen or sophomores.
Supporting this is the fact that
the majority of students fall into the
20-25 year -old range, with 45.5 per
cent of the students in the sample
being 20-22 years old.
Although SJS is regarded as
a commuter college, 43.5 per cent
of the students in the sample live

within a 2 -mile radius of the campus.
Twenty-five per cent commute from 715 miles, and 14.5 per cent travel
15 or more miles to school.
Thirty-six per cent of the sample
said their CPAs were in the 2.52.99 range. Twenty-eight per cent
reported GPAs in the 3.0-3.49 range,
and 11.5 per cent said they were
Only three
in the 3.5-4.0 range.
per cent of the sample had GPAs
below 2.0.
According to Dr. Mara Southern,
a testing officer and member of the
committe, GPAs could be due to the
fact that graduate students, who are
expected to keep up high grades,
made up 10 per cent of the sample.
Dr. Southern said the results are
accurate according to figures in the
Registrar’s Office. She said theprocedures used we re"app ropriateto give
a representative sample."

According to Dr. Southern,
the Academic Council approved the
committee in the fall of 1969.
Organized to find out student opinions on important issues, the cornmittes’s function is mainly advisory,
Dr. Southern said.
The committee is composed of
fourstudents and eight faculty and
staff members, who are responsible
for deciding what issues are to be
polled and for carrying out the polling.
The faculty and staff members are
appointed by the Academic Council
and serve on the committee for three
years.
The student members are chosen
by the Associated Student Council
from students who volunteer for committee work, and also have to be
approved by the Academic Council,
according to Dr. Southern. They
serve for one year.
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Editorial

Potpourri

Put drinking age to vote
and work toward solving this American tragedy. But restricting 18 year -olds is not a solution. Those
who are foolish enough to drive
while drunk are not going to be
hindered by laws that say they
can’t drink. They will get their
booze despite the law.
Meanwhile, those "minors" who
can hold their liquor will continue
to be prosecuted as lawbreakers.
Such irrational prosecution can
only lead most 18 -21 -year -olds to
further mistrust of law makers.

Will our Puritanical hang-ups
never leave us? From the way our
State Senate just recently rejected
a bill before it, we have serious
doubts if the moralistic chains will
ever be shaken.
The bi I I concerned reducing the
legal drinking age from 21 to 18.
The measure was modest enough:
All it asked is that the question
be put to a vote of the people.
Yet despite _passage by the
Assembly , the Senate would not
go along.
One finds the hesitation by the
Senate hard to explain. That body
has already given 18 -year -olds the
vote, the right to marry without
parental consent, the right to sue,
the privilege of holding public
office as well as most other rights
of adults.
Why should the senators hesitate at letting 18 -year -olds take a
drink?
Some argued that there is
too much drunk driving and that
this law will only boost the number
killed on highways. But such moralistic logic went out with high We all know that
button shoes.
legal restrictions didn’t keep us
from the senior class beer bust.
It never kept us from getting our
booze from older friends.
Our legislators should worry
about the drunk driving problem

Editor’s note: All student and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the letters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Cady office, JC 208, and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or facuity card number must be included, and all letters must be signed.
Non-students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone
number and title or position. The
Spartan Daily will not print letters which
are libelous:or in poor taste. The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

editor

e 11,1

Bob Garioto
advertising manager

"A free press can of course be good
editorial board
or bad, but, most certainly, without
freedom it will never be anything but
bad."

--Albert Camus
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Pam Strandberg
Bob Pellerin
Barbara Evans
Joyce Krieg
Ben Reed
Steve Papitichak
Gene McHone

Letter to the editor

D.B. Cooper’s big caper
Editor:
Three cheers to the writer of
"The boy has got style" (Dec.1)
that appeared on the editorial page.
The D.B. Cooper caper has certainly captured the sentiment of the
public with his beautifully executed and rewarding (to the tune
of $200,000) hijack in g.
Hasn’t
everyone dreamed of pulling the
perfect crime, especially with the
finesse that would put a tear of
envy in James Bond’s eye?
And in keeping with the times,
no one was hurt. I hope the Spartan Daily will keep its readers up

‘95cvweztakaw,.
"How was Ito know illegal aliens were being hired by my food plant?...
I just run the placer

Letter to the editor

Pam Strandberg

Si)ariatilli)111b
me Sari Jost Slate loxecr

by Jim Murphy

to date with such interesting reporting on the travels of D.B. and
his F.B.I. followers.
Donald Hukans
D24992

Conic on !
Don’t just sit there.
You
must have something on your
mind.
Voice your opinion in
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily.

‘SJLF--misuse of name’
Editor:
On several occassions this semester references have been made
in this paper to an organization
going by the name of San Jose
Liberation Front (SJLF). Wewould
like to point out certain things
about this organization, because of
our previous association with the
group and its activities on this
campus in the past.
The SJLF was formed in the
Its members
spring of 1970.
were mainly people from Radical
Audio Visual Experiment (RAVE),
Radical Action Movement (RAM),
and the Revolutionary Union (RU).
The SJLF carried on various radical anti -war activity in San Jose
and the Bay Area for approximately one year. This activity came
to a climax earlier this year when
15 people were arrested at the
Standard Oil demonstration of
March.
In the months following this
demonstration certain things became apparent to the majority of
the members of the SJLF. We
began to realize that we could no
longer function in an atmosphere
of distrust and decided to dissolve
the organization. This feeling of
distrust was the direct result of
the now apparent manipulative
practices of the RU and their inablity to understand their own
authoritarian methods of relating

to people.
Up until now we have not found
it necessary to publicly declare
our disassociation with this group.
However, recent events in East
Pakistan and the RU’s use of the
name SJLF in support of West
Pakistan’s genocidal policies
against the Bengali people force
us to now write this letter.
We find that the RU’s continued use of the name SJLF as a
front for its own organization is
a typical example of its Stalinist
practices. These are the very
same petty and deceiving tactics
that groups such as the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) use when
they continue to call their student
organization SDS, a group everyone
knows is no longer the same organization it was from 1965 to
1968. In closing, all we wish to
say is that genocide cannot be
justified, no matter how you try
to explain it.
Former members of the SJLF
Stewart Samuels D22362
Werner Becker D30667
Pamela Becker
Nick Kopke Former student
Dan Ridder D35876
Pat Ridder A01274
Joan Braconi
Former student
Caroline Sawyers
Richard Ferry Former student
Willy Suarez D21401

Dear Ronnie

‘Since Culver City wasn’t invaded and not a shot fired.:
QUESTION: I am curious about
your war record. Were you the
executive officer of an army film
unit stationed in Hollywood during
World War II? Was the commanding officer, the late flyer Paul
Mantz, court-martialed for flying
black market food stamps to a
ranch in Arizona and returning to
California in government aircraft
with black market beef? Were you
transferred to another unit after
this incident? Why haven’t the
people of California been told of
this?
Carter Eliot
Cal State Fullerton

REAGAN: As a second lieutenant
reserve I was called to active duty
in April, 1942. I served as adjutant of the first motion picture
unit of the Army Air Corps until
after the surrender of Japan. I
was released from active duty as
Paul Mentz
a captain in 1946.
was commissioned a major and
served temporarily as commanding officer because regulations
required that all Air Corps C.O.’s
be flying officers. Later, a permanent commanding officer (full
colone /, Regular Army) was assigned. Pau/ Mantz was commis-

sioned a major and served temporarily as commanding officer because regulations required that all
Air Corps C. 0. ’s be flying officers.
Paul served with distinction, was
never court-martialed, andserved
out the war in command of our
air wing. Since Culver City was
never invaded, and / never heard
a shot fired in anger, and we
were doing some hush, hush work,
the people of California haven’t
been told- - besides no one ever
asked till now.
QUESTION: Why did you have Lyn
Nofziger leak the alleged homosexual scandal implicating a former executive assistant in the first
year of your administration to the
Republican governor’s conference? Was it because you wanted
to have it blow over then, at a time
when you were saying you were
not and would not be a presidential candidate, so that it would not
ruin your "last minute" decision
to throw your hat into the ring for
the nomination?
Carter Eliot
Cal State Fullerton
REAGAN: This seems to be the day
for busting the gossip ring.
/
never had Lyn Nofziger or anyone
else leak anything, much less any-

thing as libelous as the assumption
on which your question is based.
There was a despicable attempt by
a few outsiders to suggest something of this kind was involved in
his departure. Their whispering
was beneath contempt. He has only
come with the administration to
help get us organized as did several others who then returned to
their own careers. I think this
answers the second part of your
question also, except to point out,
/ was in a technical sense a
Presidential candidate under California law from the moment I
acceded to our party’s request that
/ head the delegation as a favorite
son.

QUESTION: If you vetoed the pay
raise for U.C. faculty because you
don’t want to "impose on our citizens any greater financial burden
than that which is absolutely essential" why didn’t you also veto the
bill last summer which gave you a
10 per cent pay raise?
Jerry Robbins
U.C. Davis
REAGAN: / had inside information
that even if / had vetoed the pay
bill, the legislators would have

overridden the veto. Seriously, we
aren’t talking about something that
happened last summer. The salaries of the governor, members of
the legislature, and other high level
officials in the administrative
branch are unique in that they are
fixed figures and no automatic or
cost of living increases can be
made.
It is necessary, therefore, that some agencies be authorized to review the salaries periodically and recommend appropriate adjustments for approval by
the Legislature. The Commission
on California Organization and
Economy has this responsibility
and three years ago recommended - -- and the legislators approved - - - the raise that went into
effect last January after the 1970
election.
There had been no
pay increases since 1964. Incidenta/y, such increases cannot be
instituted during the current four
year term of constitutional
officers. The pay raise this year
applies to who ever might have
been elected in the 1970s -- Republican or Democrat, incumbent or newly elected. The current
salary for governor, legislators
and other constitutional officers,
will remain unc anged until after
the 197th election, and unless a
change is voted prior to 1974,
there can be no increase until 1978.

Corten glanced at his instruments while trying to outmaneuver
the enemy plane on his tail. Bullets
suddenly smashed into the fuselage
and cockpit and Corben felt a burning, searing pain as an enemy
slug Yore into his arm.
The pungent odor of smoke
slowly filled the cockpit, and Corben knew that only a slim hope
remained for survival. He senthis
plane into a slow roll and, by
sheer luck, came into position behind his adversary. As the plane
slid into his sights, Corben pressed
the fire button and felt the vibration of the four 50- caliber machine
guns hammering away at the target.
He watched as the tracers
streaked toward the enemy, and
breathed a sigh of relief as the
other plane blew up, sending metal
fragments spinning across the
sky....
*
The above is an example of the
writing found in 10 cent "pulp"
magazines, popular during the ’30s
and ’40s.
Getting their generic
name from the paper they were
printed on, the magazines ran stories and serials fi I led with mystery,
intrigue and, above all, action.
One of the better known pulp
series, and currently enjoying a
nostalgia revival, are the Doc
Savage stories. Beginning with the
first adventure in 1933, the stories
captured the fancy of many young
readers.
Doc Savage was the creation of
Lester Dent, who wrote the stories
under the pen name of Kenneth
Robeson. Dent, a well-known adventurer and world traveler, put
as much authenticity into the
stories as he could. As Newsweek put it, "If Doc spoke Arabic,
there was Arabic rightthere on the
page.
If he ran into run -amok
dirigibles, every one was filled
with the right kind of gas."
More amazing than the stories
is Doc himself. The son of crime fighter Clark Savage, Doc is trained from infancy to perform hours
of tortuous mental and physical exercises to strengthen his mind and
body.
When his father is murdered,
Doc bands together with five
friends (Ham, a lawyer; Monk, a
chemist; Renny, an engineer; and
ToJohnny, an archaeologist).
gether, they pledge that they will
go here and there, from one end
of the world to the other, looking
for excitement and adventure,
striving to help those who need help
and punish those who deserve it.
Doc’s method of handling the
baddies is highly unusual. Instead
of killing them outright, he hypnotizes them and sends them to
a hospital in upstate New York
where surgeons operate on their
brains to make them forget their
evil pasts. Fantastic.
Doc’s popularity began to fade,
though, in 1945 when he was ec I ipsed by newer creations, such as
Mike Hammer and James Bond,
heroes who espoused sex and violence, instead of "truth, justice and
the American Way."
Bantam Books has published65
of the Doc Savage stories, and they
make for entertaining reading.
They’re improbable, far-fetched
and unbelievable, but who cares?
They’re fun.
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News Review

neutral on war
WASHINGTONAs the tide of war between
India and Pakistan rises, the United States attempted yesterday to keep its feet dry.
leaders, President
Briefing congressional
Nixon declared that the U.S. would hold to a
position of absolute neutrality.
"The United States is only interested inefforts
to bring about a cease fire and peace," stated
Republican Leader Hugh Scott after the morning
conference.
"It’s a matter in which we will not become
involved," reiterated Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield.
Congress in the meantime suspended, at least
temporarily, $87.6 million in general economic
aid for India already in the pipeline for delivery.

Newton says he is innocent
OAKLAND, Calif.- -"Did you kill officer John
Frey?"
"No, I did not."
"Did you have any kind of weapon or gun
in your possesion that night?"
"No, I did not --I had only a law book, a copy
of California criminal law."
Thus, Huey Newton, Black Panther Party minister of defense, testified in court yesterday
to questions asked by .iis lawyer Charles Garry.
Newton, accused of slaying an Oakland policeman in a street shooting in 1967, previously
declared his innocence.
Tried on a murder charge in 1968 and convicted of manslaughter, the Black militant spent
two years in jail before the State Supreme Court
A second trial held
reversed the conviction.
last August ended in a hung jury.

C,More
couples

SJS students who
would like to cheer on
the Spartans at the Pasadena Bowl Dec. 18
may get their chance,
since two A.S. Councilmen are trying to get
council to allocate funds
for rooters’ buses.
Councilman Matt
Cusimano said that students interested in going
to the game should sign
up by tomorrow in the
Associate Students of-
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Ask us about itchances ore we con give you Immediate information es to price, exact title and WI ilobility. It we don’t have it we
can go It for you promptly.
WON
San
9:00
P.M. Isiritt:3

5e0K SHOP

Best Seller
Reprints
for Lees
295-5513

1191. Son Fernando. -between 3rd and 4th Ste.

stilled in us with their sudden attack."
The Daily also urged tolerance toward the
approximately 90 Japanese students attendingSJS.
But it soon appeared it would not be "business as usual" at SJS.
Soon after the attack, the military turned
the Women’s Gym into a temporary Army Camp.
SJS women began knitting for the Red Cross.
Emergency preparedness classes were held daily
Law enforcement students were
in the Gym.
recruited to serve on the San Jose police force.
Pleas for students to give blood and buy war
bonds were stepped up.
There was some fear that students would overreact in their zeal to do something for the war
effort. President MacQuarrie and others exhorted
students not to rush off and enlist but instead
to keep with their studies.
"Don’t be a chump, buddy," said one Spartan
Daily editorial.
"Don’t make hasty decisions
during this temporary period of burning excitement. Keep on with your classes. Keep yourselves in good physical condition. Keep in touch
with your draft board. And keep your shirt on!"
Dr. Dwight Bentel, who was chairman of the
Department of Journalism in 1941, was to recall
years later,
"We all realized normal times
on campus were over --maybe forever."

Christmas
songs set
for tonight

Security rip-off
The SJS Campus Security joined the long
list of bicycle victims

fice or call extension
2916.
He said the one -day
roundtrip excursion
would cost $14 per student, but he hopes council will allocate funds to
cut ticket costs in half.
Cusimano said that
about 60 students have
already expressed interest in traveling on
rooters’s buses to see
SJS meet Memphis
State.

moved and the chain and
Friday evening.
Officer John Lux im- lock had been cut and
pounded a 10 -speed bi- removed," he reported.
The bike was valued
cycle at the southwest
corner of Centennial at $30. The chain and
Hall and chained the bike lock were valued at $4.
**It
to the building after a
Other Security redispute over the bike’s
ports list the theft of
ownership.
He returned five a wallet from Candice
hours later and found the Findlay Stuart, Rt. 3 Box
chain snapped and the 439 B, on Friday.
Ms. Stuart ,accordbicycle gone.
Lux had told the two ing to the report, left
disputants to return to her purse, covered by a
the Security Office to coat, in room 105 of the
establish ownership and Art Building. The redirected other Security port contended that she
officials "that patrols be said she left the room
kept around the bike" for approximately five
until Lux could return. minutes. When she reWhen Lux did returp, turned, the wallet was
"the bike had been re - missing from her purse.
The value of the loss was
not listed in the report.
***
The loss of a tape
deck, valued at $40,
from the car of Thomas
Horgan, 2169 Buena
Vista, Livermore, was
also reported Friday by
the Security. Security
contended that entry to
and by-laws were ap- the car was made
proved by rec reation through the right front
students from 19 Cali- door wing vent. It was
fornia college cam- parked in the South Sepuses, including SJS.
venth Street garage.
Information onthe
SJS chapter may by obtained in the Recreation
and Leisure Studies Department located in the
Women’s Gym.

sure at their quarterly
meeting last Friday.
This breakthrough
permits students to be
represented in the society as well as find out
present status of recreation in California.
In a recent statewide
conference held in
Fresno, amendments

Asian women’s
liberation group
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Thursday

in Honolulu Crisis; Games are Indefinite."
The game against the Hawaii team was never
played. Instead, the 25 gridders and six others who
traveled with them were recruited into the
Dec. 7, 1971. SJS’s 26,000 students will go
Honolulu police force to patrol the city.
to class, hear a lecture, fill a blue book, see
All 31 escaped the attack unscathed, although
a film.
it wasn’t until Dec. 11 that word reached SJS
concerning
their safety.
After the last class is over, they’ll head back
to dorms, apartments and homes to study, watch
Nearly every one of SJS’s 3000 students gathered in anxious crowds in front of the Tower
TV and telephone friends, just as they did yesterat noon Monday to hear SJS President T.W.
day and will do again tomorrow.
Mac Quarrie and the Associated Student president.
Thirty years ago on this day, the tense, resturge students to be calm.
less campus scene was drastically different from
"Well, young folks, our country is at war,"
anything that had happened before or would happen
President MacQuarrie began. He then went on
again.
to criticize the pacifists and isolationists, who
Word had just come in that the Japanese had MacQuarrie felt, were responsible for America’s
attacked Pearl Harbor.
lack of preparation for the attack.
MacQuarrie, after whom the ROTC building
The news hit SJS particularly hard, because
SJS’ football team was in Honolulu that day, is named, finished, "So keep your heads, young
awaiting a game against the University of Hawaii folks. This is not a calamity. It may really
be an opportunity for many of us."
Dec. 13.
The Spartan Daily editorial for Dec. 9 urged
The attack which precipitated the U.S. entry
into World War II occurred on a Sunday, so it students to return to "business as usual."
"To lay aside our books and cut ourselves
wasn’t until Dec. 8 that the campus was able
loose from the regular routine of campus life
to fully react to the crisis.
The black letters at the top of the Spartan would be a direct concession to uncertainty -an
Daily that morning read, "Gridman Unreported, uncertainty which our enemies hope to have in By JOYCE KRIEG
Daily City Editor

Bus to the bowl

The California
Parks and Recreation
Society has installed a
student branch --the result of steady prodding
by recreation students.
Directors of the society approved the mea-

20% A/1th ASB

SJS on ’day of infamy’

Students admitted
to Parks Society

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

Save

Pearl Harbor

Even the traditional
shy and sheltered Asian
woman wants to be liberated.
"That is why we decided to get together to
exchange ideas concerning our role as an
Asian woman in a white
society," explained Sachiko Nakamura, SJS
graduate dance major
and member of Asians
for Community Action
(ACA).
She is also the founder of Woman’s Group
which is holding a rap
session tonight at 7 in
American Studies Office. It is open to all
Asian women.
"For ages it’s been a
double burden for the
Asian woman toplay her
role," Sachiko complained
"If she is efficient in her own career
instead of housework
she wouldn’t be considered ’feminine’ in the
traditional sense."
"I can see a lot come
of the rap sessions,"
said Noreen Nishimura
who is a regular mem"It helps to esber.
tablish a better relationship between Asian
women."
The g r oup’s initial
Spartan Chinese Club
presents

EXHIBITION TWO

DANCE
with

soul sounds of SAND

Dec.119:00-1:00
Ow Union Ballroom

project was a birth control session held last
Thursday.

Get ready
for voting

The Central Santa
Clara County Chapter
of the League of Women
Voters will register voters in the browsing
area on the first floor
of the Library all this
week from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m.

See your agent
over in the Union
The first official
travel agency at SJS
opened last Wednesday
and is now booking travel events on the lower
level of the College
Union.
The Spartan Travel Mart handles airline tickets for Bay Area airports, charter
flights, car rental and
reservations.
hotel
There are no extra charges for any of the
services.
The agency’s hours
are 1 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
The phone number is

287-2070.

The Travel Mart is
holding block space for
students headed home
for the Christmas break.
Six flights on
PSA airlines to Los
Angeles,
Hollywood Burbank and San Diego
will make 120 seats
available for agenc3.
patrons.

All THE SPAGHETTI
’YOU CAN EAT -t1.00

I Whiles giullei broad
I

with 5S8 card

combining for two other
carols

Victoria

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

Tonight’s concert

Professional Travel
Service for Students
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINATION

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART

*Student Stand-by
Or ornstmr to, Colloto
Cards/Tickets
If 7-2070
- Fro . RuSSO
.Never a Service Charge Mon

Special Student
Rates
Rental Purchase
Program
- Electrics
- Standards
- Portables

may be a disc
Folksinger Victoria
will be recording for
a future album during
her SJS concert tonight.
The sounds begin at
8 in the College Union
All tickets
Ballroom.
are 75 cents and will
be on sale at the door.
Victoria has recorded two ablums and is now
with San Francisco records. Her style is a
combination of folk, jazz
and popular elements.
She appears alone in
concerts, playing guitar
or piano. "It brings me
closer to my a ud iences--it’s them, and not
a band --that gives me
support," she says.
She writes most of
her material, and adds
she is "not into a pro-

Adding machines
also

phet trip."
Victoria has been
touring the U. S. and
has just returned from
Midwest concerts with
Cat Stevens.

..eiteeva
0E1
BUSINE SS

NACNINI

286

IKE & TINA
TURNER
AND

"TOWER OF POWER"
2 Performances Only)
7-30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Saturday - December 11th
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets $3.75-$4.75-$5.50
On Sale: San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
(Stevens Creek & Winchester)
246-1160

THE NEWEST "IN FASHION" COOK
Wear Them !

Display Them !

Collect Them !

Trade Them

These, plia many more
too numerous to show!

AUTHENTIC
Army, Navy, Marine
Official Government Issue

MILITARY 1<>
PATCHES Lj

00.
4
ri

ORDER NOW
WHILE THEY LAST

BUSY BEE
I
I RESTAURANT
172 E. Santa Clara Stu
immimmommo

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING
OF AN ON -CAMPUS
TRAVEL AGENCY

Euraii Passes
Charter Flights

111

A Christrtvs concert
by the SJS Glee Clubs
will be presented free
tonight at 8:15 in the.
Concert Hall.
Featuring the Chamber Singers under the
direction of Dr. Charlene Archibeque, the
group will sing a selection of Renaissance and
contemporary pieces.
Both the Men’s Glee and
Women’s Glee will sing
separate songs before

ge.1

FOR
ORDER BY MIL !
’4,1
2...-

These are the real thing’ Official
Government issue shoulder patches
colorful, eye-catching, authentic
in every detail

30 DPP MO V-5-1.17-4 5.140111}---1

NOME YARDAGE
POST OFFICE BOB 7657 RINCON ANNEX
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94120
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Weal them on your jacket, sweater,
or coot Display then, on your
bedroom wail Collect them and
trade them

NSW

Intoro 1.1,
4.ror;

SAN FRANCISCO

33"
6EARY
221-3404

Open
Sundays
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Gain experience

Grapplers grab seventh
SJS’ young wrestling Kerr said mentioning
team is learning about Dean Prescott, a freshthe sport the hard way -- man and Jim Lucas, a
against some of the top sophomore.
teams in the state.
Kerr also had praise
At the SJS Wrestling for several other SparIn
last Sat- tans including Jeff Nor ruday, the youthful cup, Oscar Trevino,
Spartans finished in a
Mark Rodriquez and
tie for seventh in the 12 - Brad Anderson.
team tourney, but gained
"It is tough for these
valuable experience.
young guys, who as
The meet itself was freshman and sophodominated by Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, a perSnuoesy FLIOSIT1
Compost., lord different oreani tat ions
ennial college power.
Sewn moor west coast to Forms I
They only sent their semvono
’ it ir s available. we cf. OW 0’
cond and third string
lotusMon foist
wit., or MA Collage visi
teams to the invitaBerkeley 548Hoo
tional, but still finished
ion m
ahead of second place
California.
But Terry Kerr, new
head coach, found some
encouraging signs in the
SJS effort.
"We were able to
place Steve Baca with a
second in the 126 weight PISCEAN WATERBEDS-1850 W. San
Carlos. 294-1455 Just West of the
class, and Tim Kerr
Gap.
King-Ouean: $24, Twin: $11,
(Terry’s younger bro- Safety Liner. $2, Frames: $14. 10
guarantee on all beds.
Also
ther) took a fourth in the year
Water Sofas, modern furniture, tapes167 category.
tries.
Ask about our NRO policy.
294-1455.
"In addition, we had
a couple of others who
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
came close to placing," Home Cleaners.
Basic

mores, are being thrown
in against juniors and
seniors," Kerr pointed
out.
"Right now, we are
concentrating in getting
ourselves in shape for
the conference finals.
We do not want to peak
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Spaghattl Feed
$1 00

GARLIC
FACTORY
6 to 8 Mon -

FrI

too early, so all we
really care about is winning the PCAA."
Tomorrow,
the
Spartan grapplers face
another stern test in San

Francisco State. The
Gators finished third at
the SJS tournament.
The meet starts at
7:30 p.m. upstairs in the
S.IS men’s g3m.

GIANT rilwrio POSTE HS
make great Christmas gifts
From any photo or slide . .
Or we’ll take your photo free!
2 X3 FEET - t45
10% discount with ASB card
3407 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
247-7747

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Tim Kerr

H, Basic L
Food Supplements: Instant Protein,
plain Si with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics, beauty aids & personal
care items.
Ph,.,. 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades

Unlike opponents

Frosh split first two
There’s a big difference between playing
Sac ramenti! State and
tangling with Santa
Clara.
The SJS frosh basketball team found out
just how big a difference
there is after splitting

Gymnasts
unpiaced

a pair of games over
the weekend.
It’s quite obvious

Ca gers win
The SJS varsity
basketball team
came back from a
halftime deficit to
register a 74-67 upset win over the Air
Force Academy last
night atColorado
Springs.
The win forthe’
Spartans snapped a
22 game losing
which was
streak,
the longest among
major college teams

i
SJS gymnastics
earn entered the Sacramento State Invitation ii Friday night at SaAnd that’s
cramento.
about all they did.
No team scores were
r..ept and the only indi%
dual performers to
place were former
Spartans. Doug Hills,
third in floor exercise,
and .Jim Turpin first in
vaulting. They competed unattached.
The next competition
After two seasons of
for the Spartans will be
the annual SJS Invita- being out in the cold
as far as the Northern
California Women’s
Volleyball
IntercolleSPECIAL DISCOUNT
giate Championships
were concerned, the SJS
FACULTY
women’s squad claimed
STUDENTS
it’s fifth NCWIC crown
ALUMNI
Saturday at Sonoma
Just present your
staff or ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast Fly
Cameras Projectors
One Way From $125
Supplies Equipment
Flights All Year Long
I)EVELOPING
Flights Also Available
- PRINTING
to Israel and theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
FSEP-S.ISC Members
2.15
FIRST

that the win didn’t come
at the expense of the
powerful Broncos.
Taking a 47-34 halftime lead, the Broncos
coasted the rest of the
way in trouncing the
Spa ratababes, 86-73
at Buchser High School.
The tall and talented
Santa Clara contingent
posted five men in
double figures while SJS
had three.
Rudy De La Fuente
paced the SJS yearlings,
now 1-1 on the year, with
an early -season high of
26 points. Russ Palmer
added 22 markers and
Ray Hill chipped in 13.
The Spa rtababes

opened the 1971-72 season on an easier note
a few days before the
Santa Clara debacle,
stomping the Hornet
frosh by a 77-57 margin.
The trio of Palmer,
Hill and De La Fuente
paced the frosh to the
easy win, combining for
52 points and 28 rebounds.
Palmer, the 6-6 pivotman from Moffet
Field Air Station,
poured through 21 points
and ripped off 17 reHill, a 6-2
bounds.
guard from Tennessee,
in
t7
points and
popped
De La Fuente cashed in
on 14.

Women’s volleyball team
sweeps first at Sonoma

EUROPE

Lan
Camera .54v
VII.TH

TO ALL SJS STUDENTS $ FACULTY:
U p to

30% DISCOUNT
on 21! our O.E.M. and
NAME BRAND auto parts
PLAZA AUTO PARTS
186 4744

HOW TO GET ALONG
WITH BLACK PEOPLE
0,,,*isMI

F 01-A

’AND SOME CLACK FOLKS TOO!

by Chris Clark and Sheila Rush

Foreword by Dill Cosby

From what to call whom -colored, Negro, AfroAmorican, or blackto how and why to avoid white liboralisms ("we only want to help,"
"it’s not because you’re black"), here is a guide that reveal, not
only the right way to handle everyday professional and social sites’.
lions, but why th e way WS often done is wrong. Livelyand enlightening,
THE THIRD PRESS i144 Central Part West. Hew York icon

State College.
SJS entered the tournament with an undefeated season.
Cal State Hay ward
and Sonoma were tied in
their league causing
both teams to enter the
playoffs. According to
SJS volleyball coach,
Dr. Betty Trotter, the
victory essentially put
SJS first among the 13
schools in both Northern
California
leagues.
With only one loss
in the entire tournament, SJS defeated Sonoma in the first round,
15-2 and 15-7, went on
to defeat arch -rival
Berkeley, 15-2 and 14-

12. They eventually beat
Hayward, 16-14 after a
15-9 loss and 15-8 win
for the title.
The final game
proved to be the highlight of the tournament.
Going into overtime, the
game was decided by the
first team to secure two
points.
Terming the win a
"tremendous team victory," Dr. Trotter said
medals and a trophy
were given to the first
place team composed of
Nancy Staub, Stephanie
Adcock, Sally Elkington,
Pat Kerschner, Star
Golia, L ea la Jew and
substitutes Debbie Lederer and Jan Dresser

Sparta Guide
TODAY
SPARTAN ORIOCCI, 3 p.m., C.U.
Almaden.
BAND -AIDES TRY OUT have been cancelled.
JESUS PEOPLE UNITE, 11 a.m., Student Chapel.
CHI ALPHA/UPPER
ROOM, 8 p.m., 434 E.
William. Bible study.
PRINCIPLES OF HUMANITIES ,experiment class
7 p.m., C II 160. Topic will be "Purpose of History."
FANTASY FAIRE, all day, C.U.
MANPOWER CENTER, 7 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
CMAA, 3 p.m., CT. Guadalupe.
STUDENTS FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM, 5 PIn,
C.U.
SPARATAN SHIELDS, 6:30 p.m., CU. Pacheco.
WOMEN’S LIBERATION, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS
11 a.m.,
C.U.
Costanoan. Bible study.
SKI CLUB, 7 p.m., C.C. Pacifica Rm B.
VICTORIA CONCERT, 8 p.m., C.U. Ballroom.
Admission 75 cents.
SPARTAN SPEARS. 5 p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
WEDNESDAY
JOB RAPS for anyone interested in exchanging
ideas on vocations for social change in New Life
Vocations Center, Bldg. Q, Rm. 10 (next to business towers) from 10:30 a.m, to noon;
DISABLED STUDENTS UNION, 2:30 p.m., C.U.
Guadalupe.
SEMINAR ON NONVIOLENCE, 7 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail, :00) S. 10th st. Topic will be "Strategies
in Nonviolence."
SJS SAILING CLUB, lessons 6:30 p.m. and meeting
7:30 p.m., C .1 . Pacifica.

CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr A arrusts needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass, Of Amer
phone 287-9803 or 371-6680.
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co-ed who can’t afford
the expense
900,000 Betty Crocker
Coupons Ideposeted at into booth if
stud Union) by Dec 10 wi,i oav
for machine
Please help ,
can,
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of S.J. For
the non -theistic searcher. For free
info. write P 0. BOX 881, San Jose
95106 or call: 294-5017
NOTICE: ALL POTTERS
Beautiful high quality treadle wheels
complete with wedging table. Student
cost only $125 at "Potters Place" 76
E. San Fernando
Phonic 286-3813

CHRISTMAS STEAL- Maybe the
gronch stole Christmas; maybe he
didn’t
You can steal a 70 Honda
450 for 0550. its cherry. I’m desperate. Call 293-6560
SOR SACI .3i
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price when buying your
Call us anytime or stop
waterbed
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SJS at MO Park Ave
corner of Dolmas. 286-1263
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price. uglily books 8 records
purchased.
Top prices paid -cash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
sysplernentals, classics RECYCLE
186 So. 2nd St. 286-6275
THE PISCEAN
35 S. 4th 1/2 block north from 5.15
library King-queen complete beds
$46.00 Double 542.00 Twin $33.00.
Frames $14. liners Si heaters $35
10 year guarantee on all
and up
Also water sofas, modern
beds_
& organic furniture, tapestries. Mellow sales people 35S. 4th 287-7030
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage.
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S.
7th St. Ph, 293-8656
NIKKOR 300mm lens, unused. In
original box. $300 retail. Sacrifice
for $150. 275-0596 after 5

PART OR FULL-TIME job opportunity for individuals or couples with
management or leadership abilities
Inquire 275-6646

FRONTLASH needs people te
register voters Phone 294-9278 all
5 p m.

PART TIME Deliver newspapers 111
Los Gatos weekends & ho i days.
Approx. 1-3 hrs per day Must have
dependble car. $10 per day. Call
Bill 265-1974

NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma, $1.00 Bonus
with student 1.0, on first visit. Cal,
forma Blood Bank Foundation, 35 S.
Almaden Ave. (Opposite Greyhound
Bus Station) Phone. 294-6535

$28.00 PER HUNDRED addressing,
mailing, possible.
Work at home
your hours. Sample and Instructions
250 and stamped self addressedenve
lope. CHASMAR, Dept. CT, Box 263,
Elkhart, Ind. 46514
WAITERS, BUSBOYS cop weekends.
Must be able to speak Chinese. Weikoki Village 15466 San Jose- Los
Getos Rd. Los Gatos 356-9164 WOMEN STUDENTS, Housewives earn extra Christmas $S hosting unique party plan. You invite friends,
neighbors & earn 25% of all sales.
We give party!
Excellent SS opportunity.
Call 295-4495 5-7 P.M.
for party reservations and info,
FEMALE -Figure model $10per
hour.
Call ,293-9361 (Eid. 71 between 10 and 1.
WANTED: Reindeer with red nose to
play lead in combo. Most apply before Dec 25 Call K K r Ingle
HOUSING

’SI

WANT to become involved in a worthThe Jack Douglas
while project?
School for emotionally handicapped
adolescents is desperately on need of
volunteers to work on a one to one
basis
The center is located at 619
N. 1st St San Jose If interested,
call the center M -F from 9-3 at
1275-83851 or volunteer coordinator,
Lynn Bundy 1294-36471 in the evening for more information

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
pothd. Any amount Ph: 293-2954

FOR RENT! I, 1, & 3 bdrrn Apt
w/w carpets, AEK w/pool $115. $150,
$180 p/mo.
Centrally located 3
piles from campus just off Almaden
E xpry. 2445 Rinconade Dr. Mgr. Apt
Cl. No children or pats. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P.M. 266-1613. Ouiet
area, conducive for studious individuals.

K1LLY HEAD SKIS, 800 Mobil-Glos.
203 cm. New. No bindingi ever mountUnder 1 year guarantee. $125
ed.
Ph: 867-3627

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms withkotchen
priv. From $60 99 So 9th and 278
So. 10th
Across campus. Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514

WHAT’S A SLAPSTICK NIGHT? Come
See Dec. 9th 7:30 College Ballroom,

POTTERY: The Shingle Mill, Felton,
Calif. Call Bruce: 335-7334

ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS Humanist Community of S.J.
Fri. 10, Dec. 8 P.M. Contr. S2.00
738 No. 2nd, Phone 294-5017

16 MIA movie camera, B&H model.
25 mm f 1.4 Cook Neel
70-0L.
Anastigrnat lens. Filming speeds 8,
16, 24, 411, 64 f.p.s. HOW price $600
Now $295. incl. tripod, case & lights.
Call OZife: 296-1111 ext. 72.

MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet, spacious
2 bedroom apt W/w carpets. Builtin apploances. Heated pool. Lots of
cabinet space $150/mo 466 S. 5th Cl

FRIDAY FLICK "MASH" starring
Donald Sutherland 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey Aud 500 admission.
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ON SALE I
Get REED. SA’s only creative arts
magazine -the cream of studentfiction,
poetry, and photography, just 500 per
issue, or 800 for both.
SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOW OPEN
Lowest air fares, charter flights, convenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union
Call us at
287-2070 or stop by our office. Free
flight bag for first 100 passengers.

13 STRING GUITAR.
243-1846

CALL IRISH:

HART SKIIS, Length 81" w/adjustable
tyrolean safety binding, Good cond.
$65.00 Call 297-2822
DBL. BED frame & metal headboards
$10 Stereo cass player $20. Speaker
in cab. 510 Seville Class. Gott. $10
Tcover for Sprite $10.
Port TV
stand $5. 948-8261 Larry
SKIIS-YAMAHA STANDARDS 190 Cm.
Slot, cond
1 erfect for someone
Bindings & safety
5’5" or over.
straps. Call Linda S. 287-6923 after
4 P M.

Al/WM(111V
’71 HONDA 350 SCL w/helmet, s. bar
C chain Excellent cond S675 2938636 after 430 pm.
1960 VALIANT STATION WGN. Slant
6 R /H. Runs OK. Good student car.
Used daily. $175 287-9420
’69 KAWASAKI 500 CC
$500 369-8389.

Good cond

1966 VW BUS Koni shocks camber
compensator. Rebuilt trans. extracter exhaust $1100 firm Call Bill 2861954
DART STATION WAGON - Good cond
R Si H. New tires, shocks, battery,
brakes. $200 Wing Chair, like new
$50. 264-9091
’64 Galax,* 500 XL 390 w/4 sp. P.
steer. Megs, %Int. cond. $403 or best
offer. 356-2005.
’61 VW Bus deluxe w/sunroof ’8440
hp engine, semi -camper table, bad,
storage, new paint $750. 854-5428.
’68 VW Square Back. New factory
rebuilt eng. (warranty) Stereo, air’
cond.
$1700 cash.
Call 287-3481
not 12118

ROCK ORGAN! Must Sell. Leaving
for Europe! Needs slight adjustment.
Also Saber Reverb Amp w/15" Fender spk. and accesories 5150. Call
after 1:00 P.M. Bill.
YAMAHA FG-150 GUITAR w/case &
access. Like new. $70 or best offer.
294-9410.
FREE XMAS TREE with every complete king size bed Aqua Snooze
Water Beds, 1415 The Alameda 2%3544 12-8 Mon - Sat
SKIES! I gotta beautiful pairof Limp.
Comps. Flo, $1130 Call Jim 275-1596
after 8.00 P.M.
SKIS WANTED Metal or Fiberglass 175 or 190 cm. with bindings Will
pay $40-570 Call 295-7661
SKI BOOTS-MEN’, buckle koflaCh.
Like new.
Size 9-9 1/2, $50, also
Treviso Italian buckle boots. Size
8-8 1/2 $25 Call 286-2982.
GUITAR-GOYA, Model 5-12,6 string,
with case. Must Sell! Call anytime
Nick: 354-8338. $80.
ESPANA Steel String 161 21 E’en
New, owl cond
Retail:
Guitar
$140, Case $34 Both for $115 Call
Now 377-7374

63 VW ENGINE. Runs but needs valve
work
575 or best offer 378-9447
11 no ans. call after 10 p.m.
THE ELEVEN YEAR CAR 66 VOLVO
122S. Great shape, auto radio heater,
new paint, 77,000 mi. $995 287-3181
Rm. 1104 B. Dale.
’63 VW. Body damage Good rebuilt
243-9632
engine, good tires $150
or 243-7105
IDEAL CHRISTMAS gift for parent to
Mere ’70
help male student buy.
Cyclone
Red with white vinyl top,
all extras, 10 moles. Orig. owner
former 5 yr. SJSC student. Paid
$5008 cash 2 yrs. ago. $2735 or offer.
for appointment to see this like now
car call 244-2708.

445111,

I

"COL LEGS ORIENTED CORPORATION needs *WW1oe shapely coed
for vigil -paid model whose pictures
oili ippear in nationally distributed
colOgiste art clendar. If iMeresteo
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144E . Groot
Road, Tucson, Arizona 85712."
DRIVER WANTED 30% to 50. tom
mission guild earnings 9 11 A M
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gornery St 297-4228
’ NEEDED! People who want to better
themselves. Part or full time work
Unbelievable opportunity Cell 2479685 275-0120
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TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate ki share large attractive 2
bdrin 2 bath apt Close ba school.
$68/mo Call Diane 293.1597
147 UNITS
4 Swimming Pools
GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS
Neat- Clean-Oteet
Studio Apts. Sep. dressing ro om.
Something Special - Dbl. studio convertible lo 2 bdrrns; 2 dressing rues,
2 bets, kit, and dining rm; ccomodates 4 adults. Well lighted reserved
parking, night security patrol; close
to bus -line, shopping, SJS. $105 and
up.
1319 Sunny Court, San Jose:
297-1200
iL LNE SS AND JOB TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2200 sq. ft Executive
3 year old modern contemporary custom country home on one acre with
magnificient voew. In beautiful condition. 3 bdrm 2 bath, built unbar.
6 sliding glassdoors, beamed ceiling
throughout the house. $53,500.00 C all:
259-3019
HOUSEMATES wanted IM or Fl Own
room or share. Must be into communal cooking, open to discussion of
probs. and to Women’s Liberation.
Call Sue or Dave 293.8390 evens.
ROOMMATE 1 or 2 persons to share
2 bedroom 2 bath townhouse near
SJS 2-$37, 1443 each Call Rob or
Tim 293.2494
STUDIO/OFFICE to rent. 1/2 bib.
from &N. Private entrance and 1/2
ba., dark room $50 or best off. Call
287-7387 evens.
2 ROOMS now available for liberal
M/F in house near SJS. Kit. prin.
all utile pd. $55. 295-9967 Ralph
or Jack.
FRIDAY FLICK "MASH MASH
MASH"
Starring Donald Sutherland 7 & 10
P.M Morris Dailey Aud 500 admission.
LANDLORD BUG YOU? Be your own
landlord! Find 9 friends able to lay
on $500 down and handle SOS/month
payments fx we’ll show you how to
buy a 13 -room house on 13th near
SJS, as cooperative owners Call
Roger or Joe @ Moller Properties
739-5591
FRIDAY FLICK! ",lash" 7 & 10PM
Morris Dailey Aud. 500 admission

FOUND! LADIES WATCH in front of
West Hall Tues. 11/16. Call 326-1407
after 5 P M.
LOST: One large altered SEW cat.
Answers to "Durnbshit." Lost in area
of Ills and San Fernando on 11/29
Please call 287 3851

P18505411
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding hands and other jewelry, all
one of a kind
If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larimore
JOBS EUROPE guaranteed& salaried
England. Switzerland, year-round,
young people 18 29 General help 1st
class hotels For details &application
send $1 00 to Jobs Europe Dept C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91002.
E40 REWARD: BrayhSchwinn Girl’s
bike stolm from in front of Cent
Hall, Call Pauline: 286-6597 No
Questions.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Charlie Abrahao
I love you you 0LB
POETRY WANTED for anthology. Include stamped envelops Idlemild
Press, 1807 E. Olympic, LosAngeles,
Calif. 90021
CUT LAUNDRY costs in half
your underwear inside out.

To,::

FRIDAY FLICK "MASH" Hilarious
satire starring Donald Sutherland
7 & 10 P.M Morris Dailey Aud
500 admission
COIN COLLECTORS wanted to star:
coin club. Interested collectors caO
Dave 292-7193
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Cul.
Birth Control Institute. 287-3487
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ONSAL E!
Get REED, SJS’s only creative arts
magazine -the cream of student fiction,
poetry, and photography, just 500 per
issue, or 80c for both
SERVICES .8
AUTO INSURANCE- No driver refused
Low Monthly Rate,
Ouock
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc $26 00,
to 126 cc 1130, to 175 cc $34, to 330cc
$38, to 750 cc $54 David Towle 2413900
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, frees ere ice, no contract.
Esche’s 251-2598
TYPING-- Term papers, etc.. experienced and fast.
Phone 269-8674.
EXPERIENCED THESISTYPIST Electric-Masters-Reporis Marianne
Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave., San Jose
Telephone. 371-0395
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara Street
Room 513 Phone 294 4499
FAST, ACCURATE, experienced typist, can edit Four miles from ,arn
pus Mrs Aslanian 298 4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE: Wedding,
tc.ornyeirnsg pobrdocti.u.tcesci, jba2niques-osts96, enter
EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing &
Editing.
ExEngtish Teacher, IBM
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Bryner at 244-6444, after 5-30 P.M.
SPEED READING -We guarantee to at
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension. Learning Foundations. 296-3224
GOLD STAMP your name on Xmas
cards, bookplates, stationery, wedding
ribbons, etc Call Mary Jackson 3770560
TYPING IN MY HOME Fast, accurate, minor editing Mrs Baxter, 1330
No Bascom Avenue, Apt 1/10 Phone
214-6581
Clean those dirty rugs 8 shone those
dull floors before the holidays Not
more than a hour neededto have clean
& dry rugs Call after 200 at 2980225- Very reasonable
MATHEMATICS TUTORING: Robert
M VV. PhD., Mathernetics. For most
courses at State Phone 377-7984
BEGIN PRIMITIVE HANDWEAVING.
Macrame tapestry. 10, 2 hr classes
eves.
Call Wendy Browdy 298 4907 aft. 6 p m
CUSTOM MADE SANDI ES S16 Call
Vince 287-8493
IIANSPORIAIION
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep. Bruce Freemen can help you
Fly at 1/3
make your GETAWAY
off with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
a free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
267-8668 for info or 297,1700 for
lions.
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round temp student flights
Inexpensive s lode n I camping tours
throughout West and East Europe. includong Russia SOP A agent for in.
ter European student charter flights
Contact ISCA 1168/ San V icenteBlvd
Suite thl L A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
826 5669
DRIVER NEEDED, New York City
to Palo Alto by January 5th Owner
pays expenses 11570 fully equipped
Impala) 941-2099
SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOWOPEN
L
t air fares, charter flights, convenient campus location, dowmtairs
in the College Union.
Call as at
287-2070 or stop by our office. Free
flight beg for first 100 passengers

To Place
Your Ad
In The
SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
294-6414
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